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In a recent talk1, James Read discusses three conceptions of background-independence: by Pooley, by
Belot, and by myself, and criticises what he portrays as “De Haro’s account” of backgroundindependence.
While I am, of course, happy to see my work inspiring Read to think about a number of important issues
on dualities: and while it is an honour to be discussed in a transatlantic seminar together with the likes
of Pooley and Belot: Read, unfortunately, also misrepresents my views in three ways which are easily
stated, objectively, as follows:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

by failing to mention the fact that I have two, rather than just one, conceptions of backgroundindependence, and what their aims and functions are;
by removing essential parts in his quotation of one of my conceptions of backgroundindependence, leading to an incorrect verdict over SR2;
by confusing different kinds of diffeomorphisms and not reproducing my argument as to why a
certain class of diffeomorphisms does not qualify as gauge symmetries, but rather as physical
transformations.

All of this results in a misrepresentation of my views: which are then criticised by Read and by some of
the audience during the Q&A.
For the above reasons, and because the video is available on Beyondspacetime’s YouTube channel, in
this reply —which the PIs of the Beyondspacetime Project have kindly agreed to publish in this form—
I point out what I consider to be the most important misrepresentations present in Read’s talk.
My aim is, of course, not to discourage the line of work that Read proposes to undertake: which I
applaud. I believe that there are some interesting ideas here. My aim is instead to dismantle the strawman that has been set up as representing my ideas.
In Section 1, I will explain briefly what my views are, independently of Read’s talk.
In Section 2, I will show how my views are misrepresented by Read in the three ways mentioned above.
I conclude with some general remarks, also by way of peace-making.
A reader who has watched Read’s talk and is just interested in learning how my views were
misrepresented, may wish to jump to Section 2, and just refer to Section 1 for clarification when needed.
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https://www.youtube.com/c/BeyondspacetimeNet
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1. What did I write?
Before I engage with Read’s Chicago-Geneva talk, I will summarise what my views on backgroundindependence (BI) are, as discussed in some detail in De Haro (2016) and De Haro et al. (2016a).
I believe that my characterisation of the project in the abstract is clear enough: “I distinguish two senses
of background-independence: (i) minimalist and (ii) extended. I argue that the former is sufficiently
strong to allow for a consistent theory of quantum gravity; and that AdS/CFT is background-independent
on this account; while Verlinde’s scheme best fits the extended sense of background-independence. I
argue that this extended sense should be applied with some caution: on pain of throwing the baby
(general relativity) out with the bath-water (extended background-independence). Nevertheless, it [the
extended sense] is an interesting and potentially fruitful heuristic principle for quantum gravity theory
construction. It suggests some directions for possible generalisations of gauge/gravity dualities.”
Before I continue, let me pause to make four technical points which are important to my account:
(a) In order to obtain a solution of the equations of motion of general relativity2 in spaces with a negative
cosmological constant, boundary conditions need to be specified.
(b) These boundary conditions are best taken at spatial infinity (but, of course, there are alternative
surfaces at which the boundary conditions may be taken!).
(c) A choice of two boundary conditions is sufficient to uniquely specify a solution: these boundary
conditions correspond, roughly, to the asymptotic value of the boundary metric and its canonical
momentum (the choice given in (b)).
(d) The boundary conditions are arbitrary. Thus it is a misconception to say that, in order to obtain a
solution, “AdS boundary conditions” must be chosen. Rather, the situation is: given any two realanalytic boundary functions, there is a formal power series for the metric which converges to an
exact solution of the equations of motion (Fefferman and Graham (2010)).
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For simplicity of the exposition I discuss pure gravity: but everything I will say applies to the case including matter fields, under very mild
restrictions on the values of their masses, see De Haro et al. (2001: Sect. 5).
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1.1.

The two aims of background-independence

In De Haro (2016), I introduced two notions of background-independence (BI). To understand them, it
is important to understand their two rather different aims (I will introduce the two notions in Sect. 1.2).
(i)

(ii)

A minimalist conception was introduced as a consistency requirement on a theory of quantum
gravity (see the quote from my abstract in the preamble to this note). Its aim is not to help in
constructing a final, or even a best, theory of quantum gravity according to some high standards.
Rather, its aim is to assess to what degree gravitational theories such as the ones involved in
gauge/gravity dualities are consistent theories of quantum gravity. Of course, BI is only one out
of several consistency requirements: the quantum theory should also satisfy the usual standards
of quantum theories, such as unitarity. Because the standard for this minimalist conception is
low, this notion is “closely modelled on general relativity’s own BI” (Sect. 2.3.2). Thus, the
minimalist conception seeks to constrain theories like the ones involved in gauge/gravity
dualities, rather than being a general principle for theory construction.
An extended conception which does aim at the construction of new theories of quantum gravity
according to high standards of BI. This conception is a heuristic principle for the construction
of new theories.

Because of their different aims and functions, the two notions clearly have a different status. The former
is a necessary requirement on any theory of quantum gravity which wishes to reproduce general
relativity in a suitable semi-classical limit (as any good such theory should!). Necessity, however, cannot
be predicated of the extended sense. The extended sense is simply one of the desirable conditions on our
wish list for best theories of quantum gravity: but it needs to be weighed against other conditions, which
may incompatible with it, in each case in which it is applied. This is why I argued “that one has to
beware of promoting the extended sense to serve as an a priori standard for BI: for it would render
general relativity background-dependent: thus throwing the baby out with the bath-water. The extended
sense nevertheless is a desirable heuristic principle towards constructing new theories of quantum
gravity, because it corresponds to practical needs.”
The extended sense is something we may wish a theory to have; but its absence cannot in itself be a
good reason to discard a theory as a good theory of quantum gravity.
1.2.

The two notions of background-independence

The two notions of background-independence (BI) are as follows (De Haro (2016: Sect. 2.3.2) and De
Haro et al. (2016: Sect. 6.2)).
(i)

“The minimalist sense of—or approach to—BI… is as follows. A theory is BI if :
(a) it is covariant.” This notion is explicated in (De Haro et al. (2016: Sect. 6.2) as follows:
“There is a generally covariant formulation of the dynamical laws of the theory that does
not refer to any background metric (or background fields). ‘Dynamical laws’ is here
understood… in terms of an action and a corresponding path integral measure (alternatively,
a set of classical equations with systematic quantum corrections); and ‘background’ refers
to fields whose values are not determined by corresponding equations of motion.
(b) “The states and the quantities are invariant (or covariant, where appropriate) under
diffeomorphisms, and also do not refer to any background metric.” (De Haro et al. (2016:
Sect. 6.2)

As I mention in footnote 17 in De Haro et al. (2016a: Sect. 6.2), condition (a) is closely related to
Pooley’s (2015: Sec. 8) account of BI. Let me say a word about why I added (b).
I take a ‘theory’ to be a triple of states, quantities, and dynamics 〈𝒮, 𝒬, 𝒟〉 (De Haro et al. (2016: Sect.
3.2)). Therefore, if diffeomorphism invariance is to be a symmetry of a theory, it is not enough for it to
be equivariant with the dynamics 𝒟—as requirement (a) above demands. It must also be the case that
3

the states 𝒮 and the quantities 𝒬 transform correctly under the symmetry. In other words, a symmetry is
an automorphism of the entire triple 〈𝒮, 𝒬, 𝒟〉, not just a map that commutes with/is equivariant with the
dynamics 𝒟. So, in order to account for the right notion of symmetry, we have to specify how the
symmetry acts on 𝒮 and 𝒬, and not only on the dynamics 𝒟!
The reason that a condition such as (b) has not been written down before, may be either that: (i) the
philosophers writing about BI were not thinking of theories formally, in terms of triples; or that (ii) the
gauge-invariant states and operators of gravity theories are in general not well known! But in
gauge/gravity dualities we do have a good picture of (at least a very important subset of) the states and
the operators of the theory! So, adding (b) to what I consider to be the best extant conception of BI
(Pooley (2015)) is the right thing to do.
What verdict do (a)-(b) give about the BI of general relativity and of the gravity theories involved in
gauge/gravity dualities? I shall discuss these verdicts in order, i.e. starting with general relativity.
First: as stressed in De Haro (2016: Sect. 2.3.2), “in general relativity, with any sign of the cosmological
constant, the theory does not generically determine its boundary or initial conditions; and thus there is a
rich space of solutions. To fix a solution, boundary or initial conditions need to be stipulated: initial
Cauchy data, in the case of zero cosmological constant; asymptotic boundary conditions, for negative
values of the cosmological constant; and data at past- or future-timelike infinity, for positive values.”
This motivates (a)-(d) in the preamble of this Section.
Second: as mentioned in (d) in the same preamble, in the case of a negative cosmological constant, the
boundary conditions are arbitrary. This means that Einstein’s theory, though it requires boundary
conditions, is also independent of them: it does not require any specific set of boundary conditions (other
than the rather mild and natural assumption of real-analyticity that is introduced for technical reasons).
In conclusion: the verdict, using the minimal conception of BI, is that general relativity is indeed
background-independent.
In Section 2.3.2 of De Haro (2016), I argued that the same verdict applies to the laws on the gravity side
of gauge/gravity dualities, even if one includes quantum corrections: the laws are backgroundindependent in the minimalist sense, even if they require the stipulation of boundary conditions for the
determination of specific solutions (and again, these boundary conditions are as general as they can
possibly be). It is a mistake to state (as has been done in the literature: Smolin (2005: Sect. 5.4), Hubeny
(2015: Sect. 3.1)) that gauge/gravity dualities are background-dependent tout court because they require
boundary conditions.
Let me restate the main point: for any set of real-analytic boundary data, we get a (unique up to
diffeomorphism) solution of Einstein’s equations, as well as the values of a number of physical
quantities evaluated on those solutions. If we change the boundary conditions, we get a new solution,
which may or may not be equivalent to the previous one. Again, this is not background-dependence: it
is simply the need to impose boundary conditions, in order to specify one’s problem uniquely!
(ii)

In the extended sense of BI, “the initial or boundary conditions are also to be dynamically
determined.” This would be the case in a theory with either no boundary conditions at all, or
boundary conditions which are determined by the dynamical equations. I argued that
gauge/gravity dualities, as usually formulated, are not background-independent in this strong
sense. But neither is GR! (De Haro (2016: Sect. 2)).

But I do think that the extended concept of BI is to be applauded as a heuristic principle, which could
be made part of gauge-gravity dualities: and, in De Haro (2016: Sect. 2.3.4), I pointed to ongoing work
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(including my own!3) in which boundary conditions are dynamically implemented, as required by the
extended sense.
1.3.

The role of diffeomorphisms

Condition (a) in Section 1.2 requires the laws to be generally covariant (as well as derived from a
covariant action). This is trivially the case for the theories in question, for the equations of motion are
covariant under arbitrary diffeomorphisms.
The situation is subtler for states and quantities, i.e. my condition (b) in Sect. 1.2. Here, two classes of
diffeomorphisms must be distinguished (De Haro (2016: Sect. 2.3.3):
(a1) “Diffeomorphisms that preserve the asymptotic form of the metric;
(a2) “‘Large’ diffeomorphisms—those that change the conformal class of the asymptotic metric.
“Notice that the diffeomorphisms (a2), though they are symmetries of the laws, are not—need not be—
symmetries of the action and the physical quantities. Such diffeomorphisms relate [in general] physically
inequivalent solutions. The only requirement here is that such diffeomorphisms map solutions to
solutions. And that they do: for a solution of Einstein’s equations is obtained, given any choice of
boundary conditions.” (De Haro (2016: Sect. 2.3.3)
I have given a precise characterisation of this distinction in De Haro et al. (2016)4 (see also: De Haro
(2016a)). But in De Haro (2016) already, I discussed, without making the distinction explicit, the
following contrast within (a1):
(a1)-1: Diffeomorphisms which preserve the boundary metric (i.e. the representative of the conformal
class).
(a1)-2: Diffeomorphisms which do not preserve the boundary metric (i.e. they do not preserve the
representative of the conformal class, though they preserve the conformal class): they are conformal
transformations. I will return to this distinction momentarily.
The last paragraph quoted above, immediately after introducing (a1) and (a2), contains a crucial point,
which is familiar from quantum field theories with gauge symmetries (Greaves and Wallace (2014), Teh
(2016)): large diffeomorphisms are not gauge symmetries but physical transformations because they
generate physically distinct situations. Namely, they take solutions to solutions, and may take the
physical quantities (such as the mass) associated with one solution to the physical quantities associated
with another solution. In a theory with boundary conditions, it would be a mistake to treat such
diffeomorphisms as gauge symmetries: for we would be identifying solutions which are physically
inequivalent.
All the physical quantities are clearly invariant (covariant) under (a1)-1 but not (a2). (a1)-2 is again
subtler: the quantities are not covariant under it, because of an anomaly which is related to the existence
of a boundary. This anomaly arises when the dimension 𝐷 of the gravity theory is 𝐷 = 3, 5, 7.
The important question, then, is whether the non-invariance of the physical quantities under (a2), and
the anomaly under (a1)-2, are violations of BI. In the extended sense: they are, and obviously so. But
this is not news: as we saw in Sect. 1.2, the gravity theories involved in gauge/gravity dualities are not,
and need not, be background-independent in that strong sense.
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The last but one paragraph of Sect. 2.3.4 of De Haro (2016) wrongly quotes De Haro (2001) for cases of more general boundary conditions.
It should read: De Haro (2009)!
4 Read missed the latter reference, which was on PhilSci and arXiv on 28 March 2016; Read’s talk was on 14 April.
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Therefore, the question is whether the non-invariance under (a2) and the anomaly under (a1)-2 are
violations of BI in the minimalist sense. And to this I say: No, with a number of qualifications.
There are two aspects to why I argue that the minimalist sense is not violated: (i) the aim of the
minimalist notion was the mathematical consistency of the theory; (ii) diffeomorphisms of class (a2)
above are not gauge symmetries, as argued before: they are physical.
The case (a1)-2 is again subtler, and has been discussed in De Haro et al. (2016: Section 6) in analogy
with Galileo’s ship. Prima facie, (a1)-2 are also not fundamental, but rather accidental, symmetries of
the theory. Though the theory happens to enjoy this conformal symmetry, its extensions to other cases
(e.g. coupling to certain matter fields, or different choice of boundary conditions) may not preserve this
symmetry. In Dieks et al. (2015: Sect. 3.3.2) we introduced external vs. internal viewpoints on dualities:
on an external viewpoint, the physical quantities of a theory receive their meaning on criteria that are
external to the theory itself; whereas on an internal viewpoint, the physical quantities receive their
meaning internally, from the place they occupy in the theory. Now on an external interpretation, the case
of (a1)-2 is analogous to that of (a2): the diffeomorphisms are physical (De Haro et al. (2016: Sect. 6)).
It is only on an internal interpretation that such diffeomorphisms can be promoted to gauge symmetries!
(in cases in which the anomaly vanishes). So, in the potentially problematic cases 𝐷 = 3, 5, 7, the
diffeomorphisms are, again, physical!
Thus the argument is that, in a theory which allows for boundary conditions, there is no good reason to
expect the observables to be free from such anomalies. For 𝐷 = 3, 5, 7 there is a well-defined
transformation law for physical quantities such as the expectation value of the canonical momentum;
this transformation law is not that of a tensor because it contains an anomalous term: but this is not a
violation of diffeomorphism invariance because there is no good reason to expect the theory to be
covariant under such transformations. The lack of covariance does not render the theory mathematically
or physically inconsistent in any way (and recall that ‘mere’ consistency is the aim of the minimalist
sense!).
In De Haro (2016: Sect. 2.3.3) I gave an additional argument from the mathematical consistency of the
associated conformal field theory. Unlike e.g. the standard world-sheet theory of strings, where
conformal anomalies must be cancelled, the anomaly which arises for the theories which are dual to,
e.g., gravity in 𝐷 = 5, is harmless. There is no reason of principle why such a theory should be
conformally invariant at the quantum level!
Of course, we may, as I also argued, be more restrictive and simply try to demand that the theory is
invariant under both small and large diffeomorphisms, by changing the mechanism through which the
theory produces its boundary conditions. But this amounts to imposing the extended sense of BI. As I
said in Sect. 1.2: while I believe that this is a goal which we may want to strive for: it is not a reason to
claim the inconsistency, as a theory of gravity, of the gravity side of the duality!

2. Three misrepresentations of my views
In his recent talk for the University of Chicago-University of Geneva joint project Beyondspacetime,
James Read discusses “Background Independence and Holography”. As mentioned in the Introduction,
this talk misrepresents my views, which I have presented in the previous Section: in this Section I will
explain how it does this. I concentrate on three aspects of this misrepresentaton: in Sections 2.1, 2.2, and
2.3. In Section 2.4, I flag a fourth issue which follows from these other three, and which merits further
discussion.
2.1.

The minimalist vs. extended senses of BI

James Read’s first misrepresentation is his presenting the minimalistic sense as being “De Haro’s
account”, without ever mentioning my extended sense and the uses that I see for it: and I would like to
6

suggest that he should have mentioned the extended sense, for it seems to be just the principle that Read
is looking for! Indeed, Read criticises me for disregarding large diffeomorphisms, but then he fails to
mention the extended sense of BI which I introduced, and which would have made the theory invariant
under large diffeomorphisms for him!5
Read may have been misled by the fact that in the preprint De Haro et al. (2016a) (which is still under
revision) we only mentioned the minimalist sense. But the aim of that paper, which is written for a
physics-oriented audience, was to defend gauge/gravity dualities from unfair charges of backgrounddependence, rather than to give a full-fledged discussion of BI, which I had already done in De Haro
(2016): thus it was not necessary to give all the details about BI!
2.2.

“De Haro’s Account”

The second misrepresentation is in how Read quotes our De Haro et al. (2016a: Sect. 6.2) account, i.e.
(i) (a)-(b) in Section 1.2 above. Namely, he leaves out from the account the following part mentioning
the action: “‘Dynamical laws’ is here understood… in terms of an action and a corresponding path
integral measure (alternatively, a set of classical equations of motion with systematic quantum
corrections); and ‘background’ refers to fields whose values are not determined by corresponding
equations of motion.”
The mention of the action is important: for the action may contain information that the equations of
motion do not contain and it is what leads to the anomaly, as mentioned explicitly in De Haro (2016:
Sect. 2.3.2-2.3.3).
So Read’s argument here is a perfect straw-man, which I wish to dismantle! One of his charges against
my account is that it allegedly renders SR2 background-independent. But that is only a consequence of
his failing to mention the role of the action. SR2 contains a metric and a scalar field satisfying two
conditions: (i) the Klein-Gordon equation, (ii) the Riemann tensor vanishes. As Read himself explains
in his talk, there is no known way to derive SR2 from an action without introducing non-dynamical
fields so the intuitive verdict for this theory is that it is background-dependent (its only solution contains
a flat metric). But my concept of ‘dynamical laws’ rules out such cases! For dynamical laws were
explicitly stated to: (i) include the action, (ii) exclude background fields (“fields whose values are not
determined by corresponding equations of motion”). So my account gives the intuitively correct verdict
on SR2 that it is background-dependent!
Read also seemed to miss the remark that my account is basically that of Pooley (2015), with the addition
of the states and quantities (see the discussion in Sect. 1.2 after introducing the minimalist sense). So he
should have been wary about claiming that Pooley’s account renders SR2 background-dependent while
my account renders it background-independent!
2.3.

Diffeomorphisms

Read unfortunately also confuses my two classes of diffeomorphisms (a1) and (a2). He notes (a1)
correctly on his slide but when he copies (a2) he changes the phrase “change the conformal class of the
asymptotic metric” to “act on the asymptotic metric by a conformal transformation”. So he gets (a2)
backwards! For to “act by a conformal transformation” means that we stay in the same conformal class,
where the meaning of “to change the conformal class” is that (a2) changes the conformal class!6
This confusion of “conformal class” with “acting by a conformal transformation” has an important
consequence: it presumably leads him to state that (a2) diffeomorphisms “take us out of the pre-specified
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In De Haro (2009), and references therein, mechanisms are discussed which implement BI in a sense much closer to the extended one.
Here he seems to be analysing the distinction that I make within (a1), labelled (a1)-1 & (a1)-2 in Sect. 1.3 above. That he conflates the two
distinctions is confirmed in the first paragraph of Section 2.4, below, where I mention the fact that Read takes ‘conformal class’ to refer to
some fixed ‘class of boundary conditions’. At any rate, he caricatures my arguments.
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class of BPMs (boundary possible models; my emphasis) for the bulk theory; those of type (a1) do not.”
I will comment on this point in Sect. 2.4.
My argument for why the potentially problematic cases of diffeomorphisms for 𝐷 = 3, 5, 7 are not
problematic after all, once we make the necessary qualifications, was given in the last part of Sect. 1.3:
these diffeomorphisms are physical. This is why they are not to be confused with symmetries of the
theory and why they do not render the theory background-dependent.
Read seems to have completely missed my argument in Sect. 1.3 as to why these diffeomorphisms are
physical transformations, since he does not even mention it: and it is one of my main arguments for BI.
Instead, he caricatures my argument as saying that “Any diffeomorphisms which change the boundary
conditions are simply irrelevant to our appraisals of whether the theory is diffeomorphism invariant or
not.” But I never said such a thing. I did not even use the word “irrelevant” for these diffeomorphisms.
And I could never have said so, because these diffeomorphisms are relevant: to the extended sense of
BI!
Thus I submit that the discussion in De Haro (2016) and De Haro et al. (2016a) is richer and subtler
than, as Read calls it, “spinning a line” by which I “end up saying that the bulk theories are
diffeomorphism invariant”. There are various separate issues here, all of which Read misses, since he
fails to mention them or to even indicate that they are important for my argument:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

distinguishing minimalist vs. extended senses of BI (Sect. 1.1-1.2);
identifying the correct kinds of diffeomorphisms (Sect. 1.3);
taking into account the role of external vs. internal interpretations (p. 6, third paragraph);
deciding which diffeomorphisms are physical (Sect. 1.3);
there are additional CFT reasons why asymptotic conformal transformations are not part of the
fundamental symmetries of the theory (p. 6, fifth paragraph).

Instead, Read claims that I argue is as follows: “[a] He says that by specifying these boundary conditions
for the theory we determine the parameter space of the theory. [b] Any diffeomorphisms which change
the boundary conditions are simply irrelevant to our appraisals of whether the theory is diffeomorphism
invariant or not.”
Regarding [b]: I never said this as I remarked before. Regarding [a]: he is really referring to the wrong
argument here. [a] is the argument I gave in Sect. 2.3.2 of De Haro (2016), when I was considering the
laws not the states and quantities! Thus Read fails to correctly reproduce my argument, and uses instead
an argument that I used for something else.
A minor quibble: Read complains, at the beginning of his seminar, that he does not understand why I
impose condition (i)(b) in Section 1.2 on states and quantities. If he disagreed that it was necessary to
impose such a condition, then it was also unnecessary for him to worry about Section 2.3.3 of De Haro
(2016), which dealt with states and quantities not laws!
Read’s slide “Nebulous Worries”, and some of the subsequent discussion that took place during the
Q&A session, are, in my opinion, unfortunate consequences of the above confusions.
2.4.

Boundary possible models

I think that the notion of ‘boundary possible models’ that Read introduces may be interesting, if purified
from the above confusions. Read seems to read my writing that large diffeomorphisms “change the class
of the asymptotic metric” as saying that some class of boundary conditions is allowed (thus introducing
his notion of ‘boundary possible models’) while some other class of boundary conditions is not allowed.
But this would be a misconception: under very general mathematical assumptions, the boundary
conditions are arbitrary, as I have emphasised in (d) of the preamble to Section 1. The ‘class’ here really
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refers to the fact that boundary conditions need to be specified only up to a conformal factor—since the
boundary manifold is conformal (for more details on this, see De Haro (2016a)).
So, in my work, Read’s set 𝐵 of boundary possible models should either refer to: (i) the set of all possible
boundary conditions, or (ii) one conformal class of boundary conditions, i.e. a specific metric up to a
conformal factor. Since the boundary conditions are arbitrary, the correct characterisation is the former:
for (ii) will not give us all the possible boundary models, not even those of a certain class, but only one
specific boundary model—specified by a conformal class. But if we take all possible boundary
conditions, then it is also wrong to claim that a diffeomorphism can take us out of 𝐵! And if we start
with a model that is in the intersection 𝐵 ∩ 𝐷 of all the models which are dynamically possible (𝐷) and
all the models which have allowed boundary conditions (𝐵), then—because the equations of motion are
covariant—we will end up in that same intersection!
To restate this point: let 𝜙 be a diffeomorphism. If 〈𝑀, 𝑔, Φ〉 ∈ 𝐵 ∩ 𝐷, then by covariance of the laws
we automatically get that 〈𝑀, 𝜙 ∗ 𝑔, 𝜙 ∗ Φ〉 ∈ 𝐵 ∩ 𝐷, since 𝐷 contains all possible solutions, and 𝐵
contains all possible boundary conditions: we simply get a different solution and a different boundary
condition!

3. Concluding Remarks
Disagreement and discussion are important parts of all philosophical work. My point in this note has not
been that Read and I may have certain disagreements: in fact, I believe that once his views are clarified,
he will accept the legitimacy of my two notions of BI and my verdicts about which theories satisfy them.
And I sympathise with Read’s general programme in his seminar, and applaud his earlier work on
dualities, Read (2014). Furthermore, the main topic of De Haro (2016) was, in fact, not BI but dualities—
though I did, of course, intend to give as general an account as possible! So the comments on BI were
necessarily brief and without technical detail.
I have chosen not to comment on the more rhetorical aspects of Read’s talk: nor on a number of negative
adjectives with which the straw-man set up as representing my ideas was described during the Q&A
session.
Rather, my point has been that Read demonstrably misrepresents my views in three main ways which I
have explained, and which are objective and independent of any disagreements that we may have:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(Sect. 2.1) by failing to mention my extended sense of BI,
(Sect. 2.2) by removing essential parts of my minimalist conception of BI so that my alleged
verdict about SR2 comes out wrong,
(a) (Sect. 2.3) by confusing diffeomorphisms which change the conformal class of the metric
with diffeomorphisms which induce a conformal transformation, and
(b) by failing to reproduce my argument as to why diffeomorphisms of type (a1)-2 and (a2) are
not gauge symmetries but rather as physical transformations.

The misrepresentation may have further implications for other parts of Read’s talk. I have briefly pointed
out, in Sect. 2.4, one such issue. But the latter aspect is not the main issue that I am concerned with here.
I will be happy to discuss this further in the future.
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Reply to Sebastian de Haro on Background
Independence
James Read⇤
Merton College, University of Oxford, OX1 4JD, UK

1

Two Notions of Background Independence

1.1

Minimalist Background Independence

De Haro et al. define background independence in the minimalist sense as follows: [1, §6.2]
Definition 1. (Background independence, minimalist): A theory is background independence in the minimalist sense if:
(a) There is a generally covariant formulation of the dynamical laws of the theory that does
not refer to any background metric (or background fields). ‘Dynamical laws’ is here
understood in terms of an action and a corresponding path integral measure (alternatively,
a set of classical equations with systematic quantum corrections); and ‘background’ refers
to fields whose values are not determined by corresponding equations of motion.
(b) The states and the quantities are invariant (or covariant, where appropriate) under diffeomorphisms, and also do not refer to any background metric.
I now understand this definition better, in light of [3]. However, I would like to begin by
responding to De Haro’s claim that Pooley’s SR2 (see [4, p. 18]) does violate Def. 1 – pace
⇤

james.read@philosophy.ox.ac.uk

1

my claim to the contrary in my talk. The reason for which De Haro claims that Def. 1 delivers
the intuitively correct verdict that SR2 is not background independent is that, in the action
associated to this theory,

S=

Z

d4 x

p

g g ab ';a ';b + ⇥abcd Rabcd ,

(1.1)

⇥abcd qualifies as a background field (in the sense of Def. 1), thereby violating (a).
I am still not convinced that this is correct, the reason being that, as Pooley points out [4,
p. 28], varying ⇥abcd leads to the field equation Rabcd = 0; varying ' leads to its massless
Klein-Gordon equation; and—most importantly—varying gab leads to an equation that relates
⇥abcd , gab and '.1 Thus, it appears that values of ⇥abcd are “determined by corresponding
equations of motion”, so this field does not qualify as a ‘background field’ in the sense of
Def. 1, and (a) is not violated. Of course, there is an easy fix here: include in (a) a prohibition
on ‘unphysical fields’, à la Pooley [4, p. 28]. Since (a) is supposed to broadly mirror Pooley’s
definition, this should not be problematic.2
I comment on (b) in §2.2 below.

1.2

Extended Background Independence

De Haro also introduces a notion of background independence in the extended sense ( [3, p. 4];
see also [2, §2]):
In the extended sense of BI, “the initial or boundary conditions are also to be dynamically determined.” This would be the case in a theory with either no boundary
conditions at all, or boundary conditions which are determined by the dynamical
equations.
1

For calculations, see [5, p. 696].
An aside: Pooley’s definition in terms of variational principles is best considered a sufficient but not necessary condition on background independence, for it is not applicable to theories with no Lagrangian formulation
– and it is perhaps too quick to rule out a priori any such theory from being background independent.
2

2

I fully accept that I should have also included a discussion of this notion in my talk.

2

Diffeomorphisms

2.1

The Dynamics

De Haro states that condition (a) in Def. 1 is trivially satisfied for the bulk theories in question, the equations of motion for which are invariant under arbitrary diffeomorphisms. While
I expect that I will agree in the majority of cases, is this necessarily so? SR2, for example, is
a theory which is diffeomorphism invariant (and also has a generally covariant action), but violates (a) (whether on De Haro’s original formulation, or my suggested reformulation above).
The fact that a theory can have diffeomorphism invariant laws derivable from a generally covariant action does not guarantee that (a) is satisfied.

2.2

The States and Quantities

In any case, turn now to (b). Following de Haro [2, §2.3.3], distinguish:
(a1) Diffeomorphisms which preserve the asymptotic form of the metric;
(a2) ‘Large’ diffeomorphisms—those diffeomorphisms which change the conformal class of
the asymptotic metric.
Furthermore, within (a1), distinguish:
(a1)-1 Diffeomorphisms which preserve the boundary metric (i.e. the representative of the
conformal class).
(a1)-2 Diffeomorphisms which do not preserve the boundary metric (i.e. they do not preserve the representative of the conformal class, though they preserve the conformal
class): they are conformal transformations.
3

Figure 1
First of all, I accept that my distinction of these different classes of diffeomorphisms was,
in my talk, sloppy and confused. Here, I want to begin by trying to visualise correctly these
different types of diffeomorphism. Call the class of kinematically possible models (KPMs) of
a theory K, and the class of dynamically possible models (DPMs) of a theory D. As De Haro

states, “in order to obtain a solution of the equations of motion of general relativity in spaces
with a negative cosmological constant, boundary conditions need to be specified” [3, p. 2].
Hence, in the case when the theory in question is general relativity with negative cosmological
constant, to pick out any point in D, one must specify boundary conditions.3 Now, choose one
such point in D. Then, call the class of models which obey the same boundary conditions B,
and the class of models which have the same conformal class of boundary conditions here C.
The picture that emerges is as per Fig. 1.4

On this setup, transformations of type (a1)-1 keep us in B; transformations of type (a1)-2

take us to a point out of B but still in C; transformations of type (a2) take us to a point out of

B to a point in D and not in C. I agree with De Haro that, for transformations of type (a2), and
transformations of type (a1)-2 in the case when the dimension D of the gravity theory is 3, 5, 7

(i.e. the cases for which a diffeomorphism anomaly arises), these diffeomorphisms should be
3

As De Haro goes on to state, “these boundary conditions correspond, roughly, to the asymptotic value of the
boundary metric and its canonical momentum” [3, p. 2].
4
Here, we draw B and C overlapping the border of D, to allow for the possibility that the fields of the theory
may obey some other dynamics yet nevertheless satisfy the same boundary conditions – though this possibility
will not be relevant in what follows.

4

interpreted as taking us to physically distinct (rather than gauge-equivalent) models [3, §1.3].
Turn now to De Haro’s two senses of background independence, introduced in §1. First

considering extended background independence, I am afraid that it is still not obvious to me
why the “non-invariance of the physical quantities under (a2)” violates extended background

independence, for recall from §1.2 that extended background independence was a desideratum
that physical theories be formulable either without boundary conditions, or such that boundary

conditions are dynamically determined. Is the idea that such diffeomorphisms relate models
with certain boundary conditions which are not so determined? But then it is not clear to
me what work this transformation is doing towards the verdict of a violation of extended
background independence (though, of course, I agree that the theories in question do violate
extended background independence).5
On minimal background independence, De Haro claims (“with a number of qualifications” [3, p. 5]) that this is not violated, for two reasons: “(i) the aim of the minimalist notion
was the mathematical consistency of the theory; (ii) diffeomorphisms of class (a2) above are
not gauge symmetries, as argued before: they are physical” [3, p. 6]. Focussing on (ii), I am,
again, afraid that it is still not obvious to me why this justifies that the theories under consideration satisfy minimal background independence – for at the most straightforward level, such
diffeomorphisms appear to present a case in which (b) in Def. 1 is violated.
It seems, from De Haro’s discussion in [3], that the idea here is that diffeomorphisms taken
to be physical do not fall within the remit of (b) of Def. 1. This, in turn, suggests the following
modification to (b):

(b)’ The states and the quantities are invariant (or covariant, where appropriate) under those
diffeomorphisms interpreted as gauge transformations, and also do not refer to any background metric.

This, certainly, would deliver De Haro’s stated result, that diffeomorphisms of type (a2)
and (a1)-2 (in the case in which the diffeomorphisms anomaly arises) do not lead to violations
of minimal background independence as per Def. 1.
5

See also De Haro’s claim that diffeomorphisms which change the boundary conditions “are relevant: to the
extended sense of BI!” [3, p. 8]

5

However, one might now have the following worry. Consider two models of e.g. general
relativity, M = hM, gab , i and d⇤ M = hM, d⇤ gab , d⇤ i, related by a diffeomorphism d

which is considered to be a gauge transformation. Then, even though it is not necessarily the
case that gab = d⇤ gab and

= d⇤ , so states and quantities are not identical in M and d⇤ M,

it is the case that physical states and quantities are identical in these two models – since M
and d⇤ M are taken to be gauge-equivalent. This suggests the further modification to (b):

(b)” The physical states and the quantities are invariant (or covariant, where appropriate)
under those diffeomorphisms interpreted as gauge transformations, and also do not refer
to any background metric.

But what does it mean for states and quantities to be physical? Presumably, states and
quantities are physical if and only if they are invariant across gauge-equivalent models. But in
that case, (b)” can be rewritten as:

(b)”’ The states and the quantities invariant across gauge-related models are invariant (or
covariant, where appropriate) under those diffeomorphisms interpreted as gauge transformations, and also do not refer to any background metric.

I initially worried that this looked tautologous—but now I think it is fine. Is (b)”’ an
acceptable reformulation of (b)? In any case, in summary, it is not clear to me how, precisely,
diffeomorphisms of type (a2) and (a1)-2 (in the relevant cases) being understood as physical
means that condition (b) in Def. 1 is not violated.

3

Close

I agree that my talk distorted De Haro’s position, in:

1. Not mentioning De Haro’s distinction between minimal and extended notions of background independence (see §1);
6

2. Omitting certain aspects of the definition of minimal background independence; and
3. Confusing the different classes of diffeomorphisms discussed in §2.2.
However, as mentioned above, there are still some points regarding De Haro’s discussions
of background independence about which I am confused. Namely:

A. The question of whether SR2 satisfies Def. 1.
B. The question of whether criterion (a) of Def. 1 truly is trivially satisfied for the bulk theories under consideration.
C. The precise connection between ‘large’ diffeomorphisms and violations of extended background independence, as presented in §1.2.
D. The precise reasons for which a diffeomorphism being physical does not lead to a violation
of criterion (b) of Def. 1, of minimal background independence.

I am sure that at least some of (A)-(D) are due to my ignorance, rather than any inherent
flaw in De Haro’s positions. Nevertheless, any help getting to the bottom of these issues would
be greatly appreciated!
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